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Dear Students, 

As the warmth of the summer sun approaches, it's time to embrace the much-anticipated summer holidays! 

We hope this break provides you with ample opportunities to relax, recharge, and explore new horizons. 

However, before you embark on your well-deserved vacation, we have some exciting yet enriching 

homework assignments to keep your mind engaged during this period. 
 

We believe that learning doesn't have to be confined to the four walls of a classroom, and the summer 

holidays offer the perfect canvas for expanding your knowledge and nurturing your creativity. These 

assignments are designed to provide you with a sense of adventure, intellectual stimulation, and personal 

growth.  

Throughout the summer, our dedicated team of educators will be available to guide and support you 

whenever needed. Feel free to reach out to us for any clarification, inspiration, or assistance you may require 

on your homework assignments. 
 

We eagerly await your return in the coming academic year to hear about your captivating experiences and 

witness the growth you have achieved. Make the most of this summer break, embrace the joy of learning, 

and let your enthusiasm shine through! 
 

Wishing you a truly unforgettable and enriching summer holidays. 
 

TO DO LIST DURING THE HOLIDAYS: 

 Spend time outdoors, walking, playing, jogging etc. 

 Speak to your friends, don’t just message them on social media.  

 If you are lucky enough to have siblings, plan some special time to hang-out 
together or play with them. 

 Try to have meals without a mobile phone so that you can interact with your 
family members without distraction.   

 Read good books. A few of them are suggested in this assignment too.  

 Do something kind such as pulling weeds out in garden, watering the plants, 
helping your family members in their daily chores.  

 Tidy your room and make your bed, you have plenty of time! 

 Relax… and come back refreshed to take up school tasks with full zeal after 

vacation!  



 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

 Do all the given holiday homework in a single scrapbook. 

Divide your scrapbook according to the subjects. 

 Revise & prepare syllabus of PA-1 for upcoming exam for all 

subjects in the month of July for a glorious achievement. 

Sub: English       

 
1. Make a collage of each state Nagaland and Rajasthan that represents the culture of the states. Also 

write a short paragraph on each, describing its culture in a scrap book. 

2. Make a word chain of 40 words from the last letter of the given word each time.  

'Competition' 

3. Do cursive book :- Pg.No. 13 to 20. 
 

Sub: Hindi 

1- ukxkySaM vkSj jktLFkku ds fdUgha ik¡p ,sfrgkfld bekjrksa dk fp= fpidkdj muds uke 

fyf[k,A 

2- lqys[k ist u- 10 ls 25 dhft,A 

3- feV~Vh dk ifjaMk yxkrs gq, viuh QksVks fpidkdj dqN iafDr;k¡ fyf[k,A 

4- vius ialnhnk i{kh dh QksVks fpidkdj dfork dh jpuk dhft,A 

 

Sub: Mathematics 
 

 1.  Make this table in scrap book and write the population in this table and answer the following 

 questions: 

 Population 

Rajasthan  

Males  

Females  

Nagaland  

Males  

Females   

(i) Put commas and write the population of the above mentioned states in Indian as well as in 

International system of numeration. 

(ii) Write population figures in expanded form . 

(iii) Write the population of Rajasthan and Nagaland and write next 5 numbers by skipping counting by 

100000. 

ART INTEGRATED PROJECT  

2. Aim of this art integrated activity is to make a working model of place value chart to help students to  

learn the concepts of place values. Refer to the below link: 

 https://youtu.be/AU-q24rLjgk  

https://youtu.be/AU-q24rLjgk


 

 

Sub: Science 
1. Make a brochure on Flora and Fauna of Rajasthan and Nagaland. 

Students will collect themselves information about the different species of plants and animals found 

in Rajasthan and Nagaland and prepare a brochure describing the important plants and animals. 

2. Make a poster on World Environment Day.  

3. Construct a vacuum cleaner using a pipe, bottle, DC motor and a fan. (Pg.no. 61) (Roll no. 1-10) 

4. Draw a diagram of a flower on A3 sheet. Label and colour it. (Pg.no. 36) (Roll no. 11-20) 

5. Make a model of nerve cell using whole threads and beads. (Pg.no. 76) (Roll no. 21 onwards)  

Note:- Assignments 1 and 2 are compulsory for entire class.  3, 4 and 5 are to be done according to your Roll 

no.  
 

 
 

Sub: Social Science 

 
1. Make a beautiful pictorial and informative project on the given state Rajasthan and Nagaland. Collect 

the information like location, occupational life of the people, vegetation, climate and wildlife.  

2. Prepare a chart showing vegetation, wildlife, industries of Democratic Republic of Congo. 

3. Make a collage of cuisines specifying their ingredients and recipes of Rajasthan and Nagaland.  

4. Make a model of any landform Eg. desert, cold region, plains etc. It must show vegetation, wildlife 

etc. 

5. Learn all the work done in the book & notebook. 

Make a model of Globe using a ball. 

Collect pictures of different dances of Nagaland and Rajasthan and paste them in your scrap book. 

 

 
Subject: General Knowledge  

 
 Visit Albert Hall and make a collage of your photos that you have captured  there . 

 Paste the political map of India and colour the eight neighbouring countries of India. 

 Draw the logo of Indian Armed Forces on A4 size sheet . 

 

Sub: Computer 

 
 

1. Collect and paste the pictures of different generations of computer in your notebook. 

2. Gather the information of tourist places of Rajasthan and Nagaland and make a document in MS 

Word by using this information and the pictures of tourist places. 

3. Learn and revise book exercises and notebook work of chapter 1. 

Note: - You can E-Mail the document to this ID - priya.shrotriya@gmail.com  and mention your name 

and class in subject column. 

     Or  

            You can submit the printout of the document. 
 

Sub: Fine Art  

 
Draw and colour Question 5. Optical illusion on template with the help of INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET. 
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Sub: Music 

 

1.  Learn and practice School Prayers and National Anthem with the correct 

  lyrics given in school almanac.  

2. Learn Shloka’s given in school almanac for presentation in school  

 assembly. 

 

 

Recommendation for Reading Books and Watching Movies to enjoy during Summer 
Break: 

Movies 

 The Karate Kid (2010): This remake of the classic film follows a young boy who 

learns martial arts, teaching lessons about discipline, perseverance, and the importance 

of inner strength. 

 The BFG (2016): Based on the Roald Dahl novel, this movie follows the friendship 

between a young girl and a Big Friendly Giant as they embark on a magical adventure, 

promoting bravery, compassion, and the importance of dreams. 

 Matilda (1996): Adapted from the Roald Dahl book, Matilda tells the story of a gifted 

girl with telekinetic powers who overcomes adversity and stands up against injustice, 

encouraging resilience, intelligence, and the pursuit of knowledge. 

 The Secret Life of Pets (2016): A humorous animated movie that reveals what pets 

do when their owners are away, teaching lessons about friendship, loyalty, and the 

importance of embracing one's true self. 

 The Chronicles of Narnia series: This fantasy series, including films like The Lion, 

the Witch and the Wardrobe (2005), Prince Caspian (2008), and The Voyage of the 

Dawn Treader (2010), explores themes of bravery, loyalty, and the triumph of good 

over evil. 

Books 

 Panchatantra Series 

 "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory" by Roald Dahl: This enchanting story 

encourages imagination, creativity, and the belief that with a positive outlook and 

determination, dreams can come true. 

 "The Blue Umbrella" by Ruskin Bond: Set in the beautiful hills of India, this story 

revolves around a young girl and her cherished blue umbrella, promoting values like 

kindness, honesty, and the appreciation of simple joys. 

 "The Room on the Roof" by Ruskin Bond: This coming-of-age story follows a 

young boy named Rusty who navigates friendship, independence, and the pursuit of 

his dreams. 

 "The Serpent's Revenge: Unusual Tales from the Mahabharata" by Sudha Murty: 

Sudha Murty retells fascinating tales from the Indian epic Mahabharata, showcasing 

important values and lessons through captivating storytelling. 

 "The Magic of the Lost Temple" by Sudha Murty: This adventure-filled book tells 

the story of a young girl named Nooni who discovers a magical connection with her 

ancestral village, promoting curiosity, self-discovery, and the importance of heritage. 


